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PERFINS ON THE STAMPS OF CRETE 
 

From Kenneth Kloss 
 
 

I seem to recall some mention of the Crete revenue stamps with  
'X' perfin in the GUS Bulletin not too long ago, so I thought the  
enclosed photocopies might be of interest. They show the front and back  
of a document fragment to which is attached two strips of the 20L red  
stamp with 'X' perfins. Multiples are, I think, scarce." 
 
 
 

Ed.--- Looking back through the Bulletins, the particular items 
mentioned by Kloss were not stamps with an X' but the ones with the  
number '28' on them. This was in Bulletin 318 Pg 14-15; 320 Pg. 19 and  
321 Pg. 12-13. The original article came to the notice of The Forces  
Postal History Group and they were delighted that Alastair Walter, our 
Librarian, found the nearest explanation of this perfin in various  
philatelic journals in our own library material. I wonder if anyone can  
come tip with the answer to this puzzle? The illustrations do not show a  
date or location so perhaps that would be a starting point. 
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MODERN PERFINS  Derek Ransom 
 
Things are looking up. 7 requests now for the full list of Modern Perfins.  
The following are additions reported by Chris Carr, Rosemary Smith and 
myself since the June Bulletin. 
 
New Values 
 
C0775.01   CB/H  1st M  add to 21st Cent list 
C5647.01   COV/HA 1st M  add to 21st Cent list 
K0260.01   KC   2nd p  add to 21st Cent list - Jun 2003 
L0430.02   LB/H  2nd 
M2755.01   MGN  1st M  add to 21st Cent list 
N2710.06   NR   1st p   missing centre pin - report others 
S1210.01   SC   lst M  add to 21st Cent list 
W3456.01   W/HA  1st p 
 
I make this to be 29 dies used this century. Please keep reporting any 
elliptical perfins with recent dates. 
 
Derek Ransom, 134 Lowfield Road, Caversham Park Village, Reading 
RG46PQ. 
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